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VARIOUS ASPECTS OF THE DEVELOPMENT 
IN THE LAW OF UNFAIR 
COMPETITION IN JAPAN 
Junichi EGUCHI * 
I 
“Unfair Competition" may be the word which may not be very fami1iar 
to us. In such country like J apan where the economic system is based on 
capitalistic system， a fair and free competition in business is extreme1y 
important as the foundation of socia1 system. We often hear in our country 
that free competition in business must be assured on the spirit of “fair 
p1ay". However it is on1y in recent years that the importance of such fair 
p1ay in business has come to be sufficient1y recognized in the J apanese 
business world. 
For examp1e we can find easily the 1aw called Fusei-Kyoso-Boshi-Ho 
(Law for prevention of unfair competition) 1) in any statute books (Roppo 
zensho) on the market issued by any publishers. But this 1aw which was 
enacted in 1934 has not come into being by the demand of the business 
but it was rather forced to become the 1aw as Japan became the member 
of Paris ConventionりItwas the 1aw which has not been much welcome 
nor supported by the peop1e in our country. Whereas after the end of the 
second World War or since the 1atter part of 1950's， liberalization of trade 
or capital investment has proceeded in substantial measure and international 
competition has become intensified. Thus marketing has become an im-
portant factor of business activity. 
* Associate Professor of Commercial Law， Faculty of Law， Osaka University. LL.M.， Kyoto 
University. 
1) Unfair Competition Prevention Law， Law No. 14， 1934. The provisions of Japanese statutes 
cited in this artic1e are taken from the EHS translations. 
2) For a briefhistory of the Japanese unfair c∞omp巴titio叩nlaw， see， K. TOYOSAKI，KδGYδ 
Hδ(οIr他IS坑tria阻lprope釘rtザylaw) 27， in54 HORITSUGAKU ZENSHU (1960); M. ONO， CHUKAI FUSEIKYるsδ-
BOSHI.Ho (Commentaries on the Unfair Competition Prevention Law) 12 (1961). 
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According to economists， J apan has gone into the “marketing age" 
since 1ate 1950's. Keeping pace with such intensification of competition， 
the spirit behind Unfair Competition Prevention Law has gradually dis勾
seminated among the public especially among industria1 circles， and the 
prob1em of unfair competition has come to be foot-lighted.3) 
E 
As 1 said now， whether the corporate activity shou1d be free or not 
is the matter which concerns with the foundation of economic system of 
one country. Even in a country like Japan where there is freedom of 
enterprise， such freedom is not at al unconditiona1 nor 1imit1es. Peop1e 
can enjoy such freedom as 10ng as it does not vi01ate laws and ordinances 
and does not damage the we1fare of the public.4) In regard to business 
activity， in order to secure its fairness and to prevent private monopoly 
and to eliminate unreasonable restraint of trade， it is necessary to prepare 
sufficient legal system under which the free enterprise can display its full 
efficiency. From such view-point Unfair Competition Prevention Law has 
an important function as the law to prevent unethical competition and 
Antimonopoly law to prohibit private monopoly， undue restraint of trade 
and unfair business practices.5) These two 1aws， according to my analysis， 
are the 1aws which establish the foundation for hea1thy and smooth 
development of business activity rather than they are the 1aws to provide 
restrictions to the business activity. In other words they have a positive 
significance in the society where freedom of enterprise is guaranteed， rather 
than such negative meaning as a mere restriction on business activity. 1 
believe these two laws wou1d form the very basic 1egal systems which 
3) See， M. Miyake， Fuseikyδso.BδshiてHoKankei Sosho (The related problems on unfair competition 
suits)， in 5 JITSUMU MINJlSOSHδKδZA (Lectures on practical civil procedures) 295 (1969); KOSEKI 
(edふFUSEIKYるGYOHδHANREISHU(Collection of cases on unfair competition law) (1967). 
4) The Constitution of J apan Art. 22 reads in part as follows: 
Article 22. Every person shall have freedom to choose and change his residence and to choose his 
occupation to the extent that it does not interfere wi血 thepublic welfare. 
5) See， K. NISHIHARA， SHOKδI.Hδ(Commercial transaction law) 187， in29 HδRITSUGAKU ZENSHU 
(1960). 
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rnaintain the fundarnenta1 order in the cornrnercia1 activity in free society. 6) 
The 1aws which rnaintain the basic order of cornrnercia1 activities take 
two forrns in J apan. 
One is the 1aw which is intended for adjustrnent of pure1y private 
interests or the so-called private relief. The very foundation of such systern 
is the phi1osophy of illega1 act or torts as provided in Civi1 Code.1) Unfair 
Cornpetition Prevention Law is derived frorn such phi1osophy and now 
possesses the status of specia1 1aw of Cornrnercia1 Code. It of course has 
close re1ation with the Tradernark Law or other 1aws concerning industria1 
property rights.8) There are the 1aws which airn at the private 1ega1 re1ief 
in the tota1 econornic 1aws and orders. Another forrn to rnaintain our systern 
is the ro1e p1ayed by the adrninistrative departrnent， that is， Japanese Fair 
Trade Cornrnission which often becornes the topic of the people in these 
days.9) The Antirnonopoly Law provides various types of unfair practices 
of transactions， such as rnisrepresentation.10) Fair Trade Cornrnission 
ex，e.rcises contro1 of such unfair practices frorn adrninistrative view point.10a) 
亜
Next 1 shou1d 1ike to introduce the rough structure of Japanese. Unfair 
Cornpetition Prevention Law. Japanese Unfair Cornpetition Prevention 
Law was first enacted in 1934 and 1ater it had been revised rnany tirnes 
6) K. δSUM1， S加HδOK'必δ01.1臼郎f汚δ(Commercial t凶m即ran醐1
SHる討るsδRON(Int釘roductiωonto commercial law， New editio吟291(1963). 
7) Civil Code， Law No. 89， 1896， art. 709 reads as folows: 
“A person who， wilfuly or negligently， has injured the right of another is bound to compensate him 
for the damage which has arisen therefrom." 
8) There are special provisions regarding infrir事mentof industrial property right: Patent Law， Law 
No. 121， 1959， arts. 100-106， Utility Model Law， Law No. 123， 1959， arts. 27-30， Design Law， Law 
No. 125， 1959， arts. 37-41， Trademark Law， Law No. 127， 1959， arts. 36-39. 
9) Se， the Annual Reports of Fair Trade Commission (KOSEITORIHIKI-IINKAI NENJI HOKOKU). 
10) Law Concerni時 Prohibitionof Private Monopoly and' Maintenance of Fair Trade， Law No. 54， 
1947; Law Against Unjustifiable Premiums and Misleading Representations， Law No.134， 1962. 
10a) The Antimonopoly Law art. 1 provides in part as folows: 
“This Law ...... aims to promote fre and fair competition， tostimulate the initiative of entrepreneurs， 
to encourage busines activities of enterprises， toheighten the level of employment and people's real 
income， and thereby to promote the democratic and wholesome development of the national economy 
as wel as to asure the interests of consumers in general." 
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to become the current provision.ll) The law provides in Article 1 the 
types of competitive acts which are deemed unfair.12) For example such 
acts as causing confusion with the commodities of others， the acts causing 
confusion with the business facilities or business activities of others， the 
act which causes misrecognition of the place of origin of a product， the 
act to cause misrecognition of the quality of a product， the act to damage 
the prestige of competitors， etc. Unfair Competition Prevention Law 
provides the method of relief by civil action as well as the criminal sanction~3) 
Civil method of relief may be the claim for the ban of unfair competition 14) 
or the claim for damage by the sufferer.14a) Thirdly it provides the right 
of claim for measures to recover prestige戸 Thisis the set-up of the 
Japanese Unfair Competition Prevention Law. 
IV 
Lets turn to the juridical concept of unfair competition as it is in-
terpreted in J apan. 
1 wish to introduce hereunder the recent trend of major court decisions 
made in Japan which would suggest the nature of Japanese unfair competi-
tion law.16) First 1 should like to cite the so-called“Kyδbashi Central 
1) For the details， se， K.TOYOSAKI， KOGYδ-SHOYUKEN-Hδ (Industrial property law) 231， in54 
HδRITSUGAKU ZENSHU (1960); M. ONO， CHUKAI FUSEIKYるsるBるSHI-Hδ(Commentarieson the Unfair 
Competition Prevention Law) 18 (1961). Cf. C. ARIMA， FUSEIKYOGYるRON(Treatise on unfair competion) 
(1922). 
12) Unfair Competition Prevention Law art. 1， para. 1， items 1-6. 
13) In criminal proceedings under the Unfair Competition Prevention Law Art. 5， the convicted 
defendant shal be punished by fine not exceeding 200，000 yen or by imprisonment not exceeding 3 
years. 
14) Unfair Competition Prevention Law art. 1 reads in part as folows: 
“In case there is one person who commits an act faling under one of the folowing items， the other 
person whose. busines interest is likely to be injured therewith may demand cesation of such an 
act ....." 
14a) Unfair Competition Preve凶 onL昌wart. 1-2， para. 1 
15) Unfair Competition Prevention Law art. 1-2， para. 3. Se， J.Eguchi， The Publication of 
Apology (“'Shazai-Kokoku") As a Remedy For Unfair Competition In Japan， 18THE OSAKA UNIVERSlTY 
LAW REVIEW 19 (1971). 
16) Despite the increasing numbers of lower court decisions， there are only few Supreme Court 
cases on unfair competition caried in the oficial reporters， among which the so-caled “SAN-AI case" 
is famous. K.K. San'ai v. K.K. San'ai， 21SAIKO SAIBANSHO MINJI HANREISHU [MINSHUl 598 (Sup 
Ct.， April 1， 1967). For my comment on the case， se J. Eguchi， 57MINSHるHる ZASSHI736 (1968). 
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Hospital case" and "Orange Colored Door Caster case". The reason why 
1 cite these two cases is because they are the most interesting cases in that 
they indicate the fact that the Unfair Competition Prevention Law is now 
developing into the field which has never been thought of before. In other 
words 1 should like to point out that the phi1osophy of unfair competition 
is being expanded considerably in recent years. 
KyるbashiCentral Hospital case is as follows: 
There was a hospital called Ky6bashi Hospital in Chu6-ku， Tokyo. Later 
a new hospital was opened in the same Chuo・kuwith the sign幽boardof 
Ky6bashi Central Hospital. Thereupon KyるbashiHospital sued the latter 
and claimed ban of the use of such name as五yるbashiCentral Hospital. 
In this suit， the court admitted the righteousness of the claim of Kyるbashi
Hospital based on the following reasons. 1 wil1 introduce the summary of 
the court decision:“ln the light of the common sense of society， itgoes 
without saying that medical doctor who operates a hospital is not a 
merchant whose objective is the persuit of profit. However there is no 
reason why the subject to whom unfair competition law is applicable should 
be Hmited to merchants alone. The word ‘business' as used in the Unfair 
Competition Prevention Law not only signifies the enterprise aiming at 
persuit of profit but also includes thoseenterprises which is conducted 
on the basis of profit and 10ss in economic sense. It is evident in light of 
the common sense that operation of hospital is a1so based on profit and 
loss in economic sense. Therefore it is not unjustified to call it a kind of 
business. Therefore it should be so interpreted that the provisions of the 
Unfair Competition Prevention Law a1so apply to the names of such type 
of business enterprise."17) Based on such theory， the court acknow1edged 
the right of claim for prohibition of use of the name contending that it 
falls under the act causing confusion of business facilities and/or activities 
as provided in art. 1 (i)(i) of the Unfair Competition Prevention Law.18) 
17) Kakuzo Hamaya v. Hiromoto Saito， 13KAKYU SAIBANSHO MINJI SAIBANREISHU [hereinafter 
cited KAKYU MINSHUj2395 (Tokyo Dist. Ct.， Nov. 28， 1962). 
18) For comments on the case: T. Kitagawa， JURISUTO (Special Isue)， SHOHYる，SHOGδ，FUSEIKYるSO
HANREIHY AKUSEN (Selected one hundred cases on tradem号rks，trade names and unfair competition) 
182 (1967); S. Mitsuda， JURISTO (No.336) 125 (1965) 
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In that sense， the case of Tokyo Kensugakukan is also an interesting 
case. 
This institution is a school of miscellaneous kind. In Tokyo there 
is another school which is cal1ed Foundational Juridical Person Kens言gaku剛
kan， which is the so-called preparatory school for the students who want 
to en ter universlties. 
Later the aforesaid Tokyo Kensugakukan was opened in the neigh-
bourhood and it also started the activity as a preparatory school for the 
pupils who want to enter junior or senior high schools. The said Kensugaku・
kan of juridical person sued Tokyo Kensugakukan and asked the court to 
ban the use of their name. Their argument was not based on the Unfair 
Competition Prevention Law but they sued on the power of the legal 
protection of trade name by Commercial Code or the protection of the 
right of name as provided in Civil Code. Based on the necessity of protec-
tion of trade name by Commercial Code under certain conditions 19) and 
the prohibition of use of the same or similar business name of others 
provided by Unfair Competition Prevention Law'!-O) the court judged as 
follows: “The so-cal1ed preparatory school is not necessarily aiming at 
the persuit of profit and it should not be called a pure business concern， 
but as long as the school operates independently without subsidy or 
sponsorship of others， itshould be regarded as a kind of business enterprise 
which is managed on the basis of profit and loss as far as it is viewed from 
economical angle and the name of such enterprise has the very similar 
nature to trade name. Therefore when the same kind of non曲profitenter岨
prise operates in the same district under the similar name， the one who 
used such name first should have the priority and it can claim the pro-
19) Trade names are protected under arts. 16 to 31 of the Commercial Code， Law No. 48， 1899. 
Art. 20 of the Code provides that a person who has registered a trade name may demand， asagainst 
any person using the same or a similar trade name for purposes of unfair competition， the discontinuance 
of its use， and Art. 21 prescribes“No person shall， for a dishonest purpose， use any trade name which 
is liable to induce others to believe that it represents the business of another person." 
20) Unfair Competition Prevention Law art. 1(1)(ii) enumerates“昌nact of using an indication 
identical with or similar to such ful name， trade name， mark of the other person or any such other 
indication of the business and good will of the other person as widely known in the territory where 
this law is in force and thereby causing confusion with the business establishment or activities of the 
other person ". 
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hibition of use of such similar name by the other."21) These cases are 
interesting in that they suggest that the concept of business or enterprise 
as used in the Unfair Competition Prevention Law is expanded beyond 
the generally accepted concept and there is application of the Unfair 
Competition Prevention Law to the field other than business field.22) 
V 
Another aspect which also suggests expansion of the concept of 
unfair competition is noticed in the case generally known as“Orange 
Colored Door Caster"， which is as follows: 
This is the case which occured in Osaka. The door casters made of 
nylon manufactured by Nichiray Company were colored in uniform orange 
color and sold on the market. Another person also sold door casters which 
were colored in orange. The company who was selling orange casters 
made of Nichiray's nylon sued the latter on contention that the latters 
conduct fals under the act to cause confusion of commodities by using 
the representation of others as mentioned in art. 1 (1)(i) of the Unfair 
Competition Prevention Law. This was a case of provisional disposition 
(Karishobun). The court rejected the petition of the claimant but the 
court decision involved an extremely interesting theory. Here is the sum情
mary of the court decision. “Use of color for any commodities should 
be in principle free and even when somebody used orange color for his 
door casters for many years， there is no reason why he aquires an exclusive 
and monopolistic right to the use of such color for door casters and there 
is no logic that others are deprived of the freedom to use the same color 
for his casters." “However， ifthe merchandise of others is identified by 
the said color and if anybody who sees the merchandise of that color is 
led to believe that it is his product solely because of that color (this is 
called secondary meaning) or if that color is shown， whoever sees that 
21) ZaidanhるIjinKensugak此 anv. Yasukado !to， 12 KAKYU MINSHU 1707 (Tokyo Dist. Ct.， July 
15， 1961). For comments on the case: K. Toyosaki， HANREI HYδRON (No. 42) 8 (1961); K. Shiihara， 
JURISUTO (No. 293) 100 (1964) 
22) See， K.Toyosaki， Shog，δto Shδhyδno Hogo no Kosaku (Complicated aspects of protection 
for trade name and trademark)， GAKuSHuIN DAIGAKU HるGAKUBUKENKYむNEMPδ(No.1) 51 (1964). 
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color prompt1y judges that it is his product (this is called trade name)， 
such color is very c10sely related to his product and therefore plays the 
function to indicate origin of such merchandise. In such special case the 
color applied to that merchandise or the name by which such color is 
called should be regarded as the medium which indicates that it is his 
merchandise as mentioned in art. 1， para. 1， item 1 of the Unfair Competi-
tion Prevention Law and thus it must be protected against unfair competi-
tion." 23) 
It is very interesting to note that theoretically the color of merchandise 
even when it is single color may be regarded as the method of representa-
tion to indicate the identity of a commodity as mentioned in art. 1 (1)(i) 
of Unfair Competition Prevention Law.24) 
As the examples of the judicial theory of“secondary meaning"， 25) 
the other cases cited here are also of reference. For example， the case 
of “Knockdown Wardrobe". This is the case in which not the color but 
the style of commodity was discussed. The point of discussion was whether 
it should be regarded as the “indication of identity of the product of 
others" as meant in Unfair Competition Prevention Law. This is the case 
where the style of a wardrobe to be housed in the c10set was quite unique 
and such unique design caused problem. Also in this case the courtjudged 
that a1though the style of this merchandise does not indicate the origin 
of product by itself， when such style is exclusively used for certain product 
for many years or even for short period with strong promotionary effort 
or when such style has' come to possess the function to indicate the origin 
of product due to its uniqueness， itis not unappropriate to include such 
23) K.K. Shimomura Shoten v. Hirao Kaken K.K， 17 KAKYU MINSHU 562 Os必位。ist.Ct.， June 
29‘ 1966). For comments on the case: S. Matsumoto， HANREI HYORON (No. 106) 126 (1967); K. 
Sh出ara，JURISUTO (No.418) J 14 (1969) 
24) Art. 1(I)(i) of Unfair Competition Prevention Law lists the folJowing act as unfair:“An act 
of using an indication identical with or similar to such fulJ name， trade name， trademark， container， 
packing of merchandise of the other person or any such other indication of merchandise of the other 
person as widely known in the teri tory where this law is in force or of selling， distributing or exporting 
merchandise of the other person;" 
25) Trademark Law art. 3(2) provides that a mark originalJy not eligぬJefor trademark registration 
mayac司uiredistinctiveness in result of use of which customers can recognize goods as related to some 
person's business. 
， 
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style in the category of the media of representation of merchandise.26) 
Theoretically they support such concept.27) This sort of court decisions 
has been issued on several occasion already in Japan. Namely，First Printer 
case，28) or other cases not mentioned here such as those related to the 
style of wireless microphone.29) It is too early to say that juridical concept 
of "secondary meaning" has sufficient1y disseminated in courts but it 
requires attention that such concept has come to be recognized in J apan 
as a theory. 
VI 
Here is another case called “Liner Beer case". 
This case is noteworthy from another point of view. It goes as follows: 
“Liner" beer is not a beer but it is a kind of carbonated wine and the 
company called Liner Beer Co.， Ltd. sold it on the market by the name of 
“Liner Beer". The product names were “Liner Beer" or “Liner Black 
Beer". They are not brewed beer but a simple carbonated drink but they 
used such expression in their ads as“A revolution in beer industry." 
Against such promotion， the Japanesεfour beer breweries namely Kirin， 
Nippon， Asahi and Takara requested the ban on the use of such expression 
on contention that it fals under the case of misrepresentation of the 
quality of merchandise based on Art. 1， para. 1， item 5 of the Unfair 
Competition Prevention Law. The court admitted the righteousness of 
their claim.30) 
26) Ken'yu Puiehabu K.K. v. Odate Kagu Mokko Kyるdokumiai;HANREI JIHO (No. 476) 45 (Tokyo 
Dist. Ct.， Nov. 22， 1966) 
27) See‘comments on the case司 T.Koseki， JURISUTO (Special Issue)， SHOHYる， SHOGる，FUSEIKYOSδ 
HANREIHY AKUSEN (Selected one hundred cases on trademarks， trade names and unfair competition) 
192 (1967); S. Matsumoto， HANREI HYらRON(No. 106) 126 (196η. 
28) Addressgraph.Multigraph Corporation (phonetic) v. K.K. Hamada Insatsuki Seizosho， HANREI 
JIHδ(No. 236) 27 (Osaka Dist. Ct.， May 30， 1960). 
29) Nippon Denshi Kogyo K.K. v. K.K. Tamura Seisakt功。句 HANREITAIMUZU (No. 185) 215 
(Tokyo Dist. Ct.， Aug. 31. 1965)ー
30) Kirin Beer K.K. et al. v. Liner Beer K.K.， HANREI JIHる(No.414) 29 (Sup. Ct.， P.B.， June 4， 
1965)， dおmissIng(kikyaku) Second Appeal (jδkoku) from HANREI JIHる(No.342) 16 (Tokyo High Ct.， 
May 29， 1963)， dismissing First Atpeal (kδso) from 12 KAKYU MINSHU 1508 (Tokyo Dist. Ct.， June 
30，1961). For comments on the case: M. ONO.JURISUTO (Special Issu巴)， SHOHYる.SHδGo. FUSEIKYるめ
HANREIHY AKUSEN (Selected one hundred cases on trademarks， trade names and unfair competition) 
194 (1967); N. Mon'ya， JURISUTO (No. 296) 104 (1964). 
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Art. 1 (1)(v) of the Unfair Competition Prevention Law is an 
interesting c1ause.31) It was not in the original text of the Law when it 
was first enacted but it was added in the revision of 1950. 
The reason why it is noteworthy is that the confusion of quality of 
commodity caused by such act is not the same type of confusion as those 
pertaining to the merchandise or business identity which are caused by 
unfair competition of a particular competitor but it is a confusion caused 
to a group of companies or the competitors at large. From such sense， 
Art. 1 (1 )(v) of the Unfair Competition Prevention Law could be regarded 
as a c1ause strongly characterized as the c1ause to protect consumers' interest 
rather than. to protect interest of competitors. In other wordsラthisArt. 1 
(1 )(v) of the Law is in a sense more advanced in its nature than other 
c1auses.32) Some sch01ars say that it suggests that Unfair Competition Law 
itse1f has come to possess the characteristics of protection of consumers戸，34)
As it is indicated by the case of Liner Beer this c1ause of Art. 1 (1)(v) 
of the Unfair Competition Prevention Law is an interesting c1ause in the 
interpretation of the nature of this Law. 
vn 
Next 1 should like to analyze the function of Unfair Competition Law 
from an entirely different angle. 
One case 1 should like to cite for that purpose is Mitsubishi Construひ
tion case and the other is Yashica case， both of which are the recent cases. 
These cases are interesting in that they provide the materials which suggest 
31) Unfair Cornpetition Prevention Law art. l(I)(v) lists “an act of rnaking in rnerchandise or 
advertisernents thereof an indication causing rnisapprehension with respect to the quality， content， rnanu司
facturing process， use or quantity of such rnerchandise or of sel1ing， distributing or exporting rnerchandise 
on which such an indication is used." 
32) See， M. ONO， CHUKAI FUSEIKYOso.BoSHI.Hδ(Cornrnentaries on the Unfair Cornpetition Preven. 
tion Law) 233 (1961). 
33) See， N. Mon'ya， Note， KEIZAIHる(No.6) 40 (I963); Y. Sorneno，民間ikyosoboslzihδ(Unfair
Cornp巴titionPrevention Law)，、 8TOKKYO KANRI 147 (1958). 
34) Cf. J. Eguchi， Gimanteki Kokokll ni yoru FllseikyゐδtoAmerica Ho (False advertising and 
unfair cornpetition in Arnerica)， in ESSAYS IN CELEBRATION OF THE 40TH ANNIVERSARY OF 
MATSUY AMA UNIVERSITY OF COMMERCE 359 (1963). 
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us the trend of juridical theory for protection of well-known brands under 
Unfair Competition Prevention .Law. 
Mitsubishi Construction case is the case which occured in Kobe. A 
company called Mitsubishi Construction Co.， Ltd. was established in Kobe 
to be engaged in contracting of civil engineering and construction work. 
This company has no relation with Mitsubishi group companies but they 
used the name “Mitsubishi" in their trade name and also the well帽known
three diamond Mitsubishi mark as their service mark and started contracting 
for civil engineering and construction work. 
Their three diamond mark was in red but to be somewhat modest， 
they left the center of the mark blank. 
Although its center is blank， from a distance it was evident that it 
is confused with the real Mitsubishi mark. Against this company， the 
Mitsubishi Real Estate Company which is listed in the stock exchange as 
one of the most heavily traded stock and is a well known. Mitsubishi 
group company engaged in renting of land and building， brought an action 
and presented the case to Kobe District Court， on contention that when 
the company which is not a Mitsubishi group company uses the name 
“Mitsubishi" as their trade name and uses special three diamond mark as 
their service mark， itfals under the act to cause confusion of business 
identity as mentioned in Art. 1 (1 )(i) of the Unfair Competition Prevention 
Law. 
In this case， the claim Qf削itsubishiReal Estate Co. was admitted 
but the case was brough up to the Osaka High Court which recent1y issued 
a very interesting verdict.35) They also .approved the claim of Mitsubishi 
Real Estate Company but in their decision they said:“From 0 bjective 
view鋤pointthe fact that Mitsubishi Construction Co.， Ltd. uses the two 
chinese characters “Mitsubishi"and the latter's service mark for the re-
presentation of its own business activity means that they are using the 
representation which Mitsubishi group companies have developed by their 
35) M出 ubishi Jisho K.K. v. Mitsubishi Kensetsu K.K. (provisional inju町 tio吟， 1.5 KAKYU 
MINSHU 105 (Osaka High Ct.， Jan. 30， 1964); Mitsubishi Jisho K.K. v. Mitsubishi Kensetzu K.K.， 19K，るTる
SAIBANSHO MINJI HANRElSHU [KOSAI MINSHU] 215 (Osaka High Ct.， Apr. 5， 1966). For comments on 
the case， see S. M出uda，JURISUTO (No.368) 131 (1967); T. Shibuy呂、 JURISUTO(No.424) 104 (1969). 
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effort in the many years past without approval of Mitsubishi group com樽
panies and free of compensation and by so doing it gives the wrong impres-
sion among the public as if the defendant were a member of Mitsubishi 
group companies and due to such misrepresentation， the defendant wil1 
get business benefit while the same misrepresentation may damage the 
economic benefit of the plaintiff and other Mitsubishi group companies. 
Therefore it deviates out of the acknowledged scope of free competition 
and disturbs order of the market and violates the rules of fidelity." 36) 
What is most interesting in regard to this decision of Osaka High Court 
is that in relation to the confusion of business identity they say“When 
Art. 1 (1)(i) of .the Unfair Competition Prevention Law is interpreted， 
the main problem dealt with in this artic1e isnot so much whether there 
is common part in the businesses of the parties of suit or they are geographi-
cally c10sely located with each other but rather whether or not there is 
a violation of the rules of fidelity in the use of trade name， trademark or 
service mark and there is possibi1ity of confusion with business faci1ities 
or activities of others. The court considers it appropriate to place importance 
upon the theory of dilution of the concept of competition which is often 
contended by lecturers." 36a) The result of this開itsubishiConstruction 
case suggests that the concept of confusion of business identity as mentioned 
in Art. 1 (1)(i) of the Unfair Competition Prevention Law is being expanded 
beyond the generally accepted scope. The conventional concept of confu-
sion is expanded by a large measure in this case.37) Mitsubishi Real Estate 
and Mitsubishi Construction Co. are geographically wide apart，one being 
in Tokyo and the other in Kobe and beside there is not much common part 
in their businesses. One is engaged in the renting of land and building while 
the other is engaged in contracting of civil engineering and construction 
work. Despite those， Osaka High Court judged that it causes confusion 
of business identity guided by the theory of “dilution of the concept of 
competition." It may be called an epoc-making decision which presented 
for the first time a new philosophy to deal with the infringement of famous 
36) 15 MKYU MINSHU op cit. at 111. 
36a) See，op cit， supra at 112. 
37) See， K. Toyosaki， supra note 22， at66; K. Matsuo & N. Mon'ya， SHるHYO(Trademarks) 304， 
in 7 KEIEI-HるGAKU.ZENSHU(Compelete works of the law of business management) (1966). 
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trademark from the view-point of Unfair Competition Law.38) It is note-
worthy that the court decision in this case placed emphasis on whether 
there is possibility of confusion or not and not so much on the identity 
of business or existence of competitive relation， etc. 
This tendency of interpretation appeared会occasionallyin the recent 
court decisions. For example， one Nagoya Pigeon Bus case is also a similar 
case. Pigeon Bus is the company which is engaged in tourism business in 
front of Tokyo Station of National Railroad whose official name is Pigeon 
Bus Co.， Ltd. and they are the plaintiff in this case. The defendant is a 
company in Nagoya which started tourism business in Nagoya under such 
business names as of Pigeon Bus， N agoya Pigeon Bus or Central J apan Pigeon 
Bus. The case was brought to Nagoya District Court and the court judged 
that it causes confusion of business which may damage the business interest， 
and thus it fals under the case prohibited by the Unfair Competition 
Prevention Law.39) In this case the court judged that a1though their 
geographical business area u: wide apart， a car of Nagoya Pigeon may go 
as far as Tokyo and above al， the court considers that the person whose 
business interest is damaged as defined in the Unfair Competition Prevention 
Law should not necessarily be the person who is in competitive relation 
with the infringer.40) 
The court decision in National Panelite case also shows the similar 
philosophy.41) 
National Panelite case was a case brought to Osaka District Court. A 
company called National Panelite Trading Co. was established in Osaka， 
but the company had no relation with Matsushita group companies who 
own the well-known brand name “National". The company started business 
ofselling prefabricated houses and contracting construction work under 
the corporate name of National Panelite Trading Co.， Ltd. 
38) K. Toyosaki， note on the case， KEIZAI凶 (No.7) 3 (1964) 
39) See， Unfair Competition Prevention Law art. 1(1)(i). 
40) K.K. Hato Basu v. Nakanippon Kanko Jidosha K.K.， 16KAKYU MINSHU 1426 (Nagoya Dist 
Ct.， June 16， 1964). For comment on the ca民 seeM. Matsushita， JURISUTO (No. 391) 14 (1968). 
41) Matsushita Denko K.K. v. Nashonaru Paneraito Sh可iK.K.， 13KAKYU MINSHU 1890 (Osaka 
Dist. Ct.， 'Sept. 17， 1962). 
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Matsushita Electric Works， Ltd. sued the said company and requested 
ban on the use of their trade name. The court supported the c1aim of 
Matsushita Electric Works on the reason that (1) the plaintiff is one of the 
member of Matsushita group companies who own the trade name ''National'¥ 
Matsushita Electric lndustrial CO.，Ltd.， one of the largest electric appliances 
manufacturers in this country is the core of this group， (2) the trademark 
“National" is recognized nation-wide as the brand of their commodities and 
other large manufacturers in the same field al have different trade names 
and commodity names and (3) this trade name of “National" has developed 
to such stage that it no longer represents the products alone but also pos-
sesses the function to represent the enterprises which have special connec句
tion to the said two Matsushita companies and if a trading company uses 
this well-known trade name， the c1ients who are in business relation with 
the defendant and the general public wi1 have wrong impression that the 
defendant is dealing solely in the products of Matsushita or it has special 
relation with the said two manufacturers. 
The use of trade name “National Panelite Trading Co." will be so 
interpreted by the general public as it means that the defendant concluded 
agency agreement with the plaintiff for the sales of National Panelite， which 
is the trademark of the decorative sheet made of melamine resin which is 
manufactured by the Matsushita Electric Works under the technical agree凶
ment with .St. Regis Corp.， U.S.A. Thus the use of such trade name fals 
under the case to cause confusion or misrecognition of business facilities and 
activities. Since business agent possesses an independent legal personality 
based on Commercial Code， ina purely c1assic sense， there should be no 
confusion with Matsushita Electric Works but this case is noteworthy in that 
the court judged that people's misrecognition in regard to existence of 
agency agreement may lead to the confusion of business identity.42) 
Like above， the recent trend of court judgements as symbolized by 
Mitsubishi Construction case is to acknowledge the possibility of confusion 
of commodities even when the competition is only a latent possibilty or 
the court even goes as far as to totally disregard the requirement of presence 
42) See， comment on the cas巴byS. Mitsuda， JURISUTO (No. 358) 133 (1966). 
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of competitive relation. Some court decisions however stil regard the 
existence of competitive relation as the requirement for application of 
Unfair Competition Prevention Law， as observed in the recent court 
decision43) but the general trend is toward the acknowledgement of latent 
competitive relation as the necessary and sufficient condition or even toward 
total disregard of competitive relation. It is， 1 believe， a trend which 
demands us a special attention. In the traditional theory， confusing deed 
as considered in Unfair Competition Law requires the existence of com-
petitive relations or the activity of same kind， and such requirement was 
indispensable for application of the Law to protect well-known trademark. 
However the recent trend is to accept the possibility of confusion as the 
sufficient reason for c1aim. Such possibility of confusion could be expanded 
as the operation of enterprises diversify， and advertisement activity intensi-
fies and mechanism of commodity transaction transforms. Not only the 
specific possibility of confusion but also the concept of “confusion in 
broad meaning" has come to be introduced into court judgement. By 
utilizing the concept of confusion in broad sense as a supporting reason， 
they have come to apply the Unfair Competition Prevention Law to these 
44) cases. .'J 
VIII 
Mitsubishi Construction case is the case of well-known trade name 
or service mark， and then Yashica case is exactly the case of trademark. 
The trademark “Y ashica" is a well幽knownbrand for camera. In Nagoya， 
there is a company called Dahlia Industries， Ltd.， which is a cosmetics 
company. This company applied for registration of trademark “Yashica" 
for their cosmetics and the application was accepted and “Yashica" was 
43) For example， Eidai Sangyo K.K. v. Eidai Sangy己K.K.，unreported case (Tokyo D瓜 Ct.， No. 
12580 (wa) 1964， Dec. 21， 1965)， copy of the decision is reprinted in KOSEKI (edふ FUSEI瓦YδGYるHO
HANREISHU (Collection of cases on unfair competition law) 826 (1967); Yanmar Diesel K.K. v. Itる
Seifun Seimen K.K.， HANREI TAIMUZU (No. 219) 130 (Kobe Dist. Ct. Himeji Branch， Feb. 8， 1968). 
44) See， M. HANABUSA Jo臥 1KOGYδSHOYUKEN.Hδ(Commentaries on industrial prope町 law)
532 (1957); M. Ono， supra note 2， at106; K. Toyosaki， supra note 22， at65. 
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registered as their trademark for cosmetics.45) When Dahlia company used 
the registered trademark "Yashica" for their cosmetics， the camera company 
Yashica became afraid of the confusion of merchandise. This camera 
company Yashica sued the cosmetics company. 
The decision was given recent1y by Tokyo District Court and it ap-
proved the c1aim of plaintiff.46) A1though Yashica camera is entirely 
different from Yashica cosmetics in the nature of product， the court 
admitted possibility of confusion of products. The reason is that the 
plaintiff is rather a young company which developed rapidly after the end 
of the second World War and is general1y acknowledged to be the company 
having wi1lingness to go into businesses in diversified fields. 
They in fact have many subsidiaries or affiliated companies both in 
Japan as well as in abroad. In recent years many companies try to diversify 
their operations in an entirely unrelated field. For example a camera 
company may go into an entirely different fields or cosmetics company 
or pharmaceutical manufacturers may go into camera business. In light 
of such situation， ifthe trademark ‘'Yashica" is applied to cosmetics， it
may give the public such impression that the said cosmetics are the products 
of Yashica Camera Co. or its affiliated company. Thus the court admitted 
such possibility of confusion of commodities as mentioned in the Unfair 
Competition Prevention Law. The court decision on this case is epoch-
making in that it has acknowledged for the first time the possibility of 
confusion of commodities in broad meaning between two entirely different 
kinds of products produced by two different kinds of businesses. 
Another noteworthy factor in this decision is that it has employed the 
recent advanced theory of unfair competition. The trademark “Yashica" is 
a new word created by the plaintiff itself. The plaintiff applied this trade匂
mark to the low priced camera for general public and made great effort to 
45) Cf. K.K. Yashica v. Mitsuo Nonogawa， SHINKETSU Kる日δ (No. 502) 37 (pat. Off.， Mar. 30， 
1966). 
46) K.K. Yashica v. Dariya Kogyo K.K.， 17 KAKYU MINSHU 729 (Tokyo Dist. Ct.， Aug. 30， 1966). 
For comments on the case; K. Toyosaki， JURISUTO (Special Issue) SHOHYる， SHるGO，FUSEIKYδSO 
HANREIHY AKUSEN (Selected one hundred cases on trademarks， trade names and unfair competition) 
178 (1967);;K. Toyosaki， HANREI HYORON (No. 99) 158 (1967); M. Hanabusa， 19 HORITSU NO HIROBA 
(No. 11) 25 (1967); M. Matsui， Hanre，i taimuzu (No. 196) 61 (1966); T. Shib町 a，Keizaiho (No. 11) 
46 (1968); T. Ishihara， JURISUTO (No. 437) 139 (1969). 
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promote and advertise such name by disbursing large amount of money. 
As the resu1t， the trademark "Yashica" has come to have the function to 
cause the public to think of the said low-priced camera when they notice 
the trademark ‘'Yashica ". "If such trademark or similar trademark is applied 
to cosmetics， the image of such trademark is diluted and its linkage with 
camera will be weakened， sothat its function to let the pub1ic think about 
the low-priced camera， inother words， its power to attract the customers 
or its promotional effect will be attenuated and the value of this intangible 
asset will diminish. This is easily conjectured in the 1ight of our general 
impirical law."47) The last point given above is an extremely important 
point. In this Yashica cosmetic case， the court judged that the possibility 
of damage of business interest as mentioned in Article 1 of the Unfair 
Competition Prevention Law includes such factor as the so-called dilution 
of trademark. 
The theory employed in this court decision is as follows:“The act 
of Yashica Cosmetics dilutes the image of trademark ‘Yashica' developed 
by Yashica Camera and weakens its tie with their camera and thus reduces 
the function of trademark to remind the public of the low岨pricedYashica 
camera and reduces its power to attract c1ients and thus diminishes the value 
of trademark as an intangible asset." 48) This theory certainly appears in 
the recent juridical decisions in regard to unfair competition in advanced 
countries， under the name of “dilution theory"匂 Butit is noteworthy 
that a J apanese court actually employed this theory in their decision.50) 
This kind of theory often appears lately also in the cases not related 
to Unfair Competition Law. One of the famous examples of it is Sony 
Food case.“SONY" is the well-known trademark of Sony Corp. which 
is a famous manufacturer of electric appliances while an entirely different 
company applied registration of trademark “SONY" for their confectionery 
47) 17 KAKYU MINSHU，Op. cit. supra at 745. 
48) op. cit. 
49) On developments of the di1ution doctrine in the United States， see， J. Eguchi， America Shohy凸hδ
ni okeru 'Kishakuka' Riron ni tsuite (Trademark infringement and the theory of dilution in the United 
States)， THE HIKONE RONSδ(No. 119-120) 31 (1966). 
50) Cf. K. Toyosaki， Kyoso to kigyδtor仇iki(Competition and business transaction) 281， in9 
IWANAMI KるZAGENDAIHO (1966). 
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and verrnicelli and their application was accepted and the tradernark was 
registered in favor of the applicant. Mr. Morita， the then vice president of 
Sony Corp. was furious about it and filed objection to it with the Patent 
Office recently retracted the registration.51) It sornehow ended this long 
suit but the decisive factor which led the patent bureau to this decision 
is the so-called Sony adjudication.52) 
Here the issue relates itself to the provision of the Tradernark Law戸)
According to the Tradernark Law， one of the reasons for rejection of app1i-
cation for registration is the reason rnentioned in art. 4 (1 )(xv)， of the 
Tradernark Law， which goes that if the tradernark applied produces pos-
sibility of confusion with the cornrnodities dea1t with by others， such 
tradernark shall not be registered.54) Supported by such provision， the 
Patent Office rejected the application for registration of tradernark “SONY" 
for the confectionery such as chocolate. 
Just about that tirne， another decision was given for Esso case， which 
also attracted attention. There is a registered tradernark “ESSO" which is 
a well-known tradernark applied to oil， grease and fats. Another cornpany 
applied and succeeded in 0 btaining registration of tradernark “ESSO" for 
their products of textiles， knit goods， fe1ts and other cloth rnaterials， narning 
thern ESSOTEX. Then Standard Oil Co. of New Y ork， the owner of the 
farnous “ESSO" rnark dernanded a trial hearing with respect.1o invalidation 
of the registration of the junior party's tradernark under art. 46 (1) of the 
51) A. MORITA GAKUREKI MuyδRON (Essays on academic career) 198 (1966) 
52) Sony K.K. v. Sony Food K.K.， SHINKETSU Kδ日δ(No.468) 27 (Pat. 0仔， Oct. 20， 1965). 
53) Trademark Law art. 4， para. 1 provides in part as follows: 
“Trademarks as mentioned in the following shall not be registered as trademark regardless of the preced-
i時 Article:. . .  (15) Those apprehended to cause confusion with goods related to business of other 
person (excluding those as mentioned in item (x) to the preceding item inclusive); . . 
54) For commentary on the provision， see PATENT OFFlCE， KδGYδSHOYUKENHるCHIKUJらKAISETSU
(Annotated Industrial Property Law) 646 (1959); H. KANEKO & Y. SOMENO， KるGYるSHOYUKENHδ
(Industrail property law) 730 (1968); M. HANABUSA， SHIN KOGYOSHOYUKENHるKAISETSU(Comment on 
new industrial property law) 432 (1968); S. MITSUISHI， SHOHYδHO SHδSETSU (Detailed explanation on 
trademark law) 148 (1970); M. AMINO， SHるHYδ(Trademark)289 (1964); K. TOYOSAKI， supra note 
2， at103. 
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Trademark Law. Deciding that the registration was made in violation of 
art. 4 (1 )(xv) of the Trademark Law， the Patent Office decl丘redthe 
registration of the trademark to be invalid according to the said provisions.S5) 
The reason why these two decisions attracted attention of the people is 
that this kind of cases has never become an issue. For example， the trade-
mark ‘'Suntory" for liquor has been registered by other party for their 
skirts， trousers， socks， etc.， or the trademark “Meiji" written in Romanized 
letters， for confectionery， has been applied to pencils or other stationeries丸， 
O白rlikewise 
‘“‘Aji加nomot初0"ぺ， the famous trademark of seasoning for soap，“Canon"， the 
famous trademark of camera for pil，“OMEGA"， the trademark of watch 
for cigarette lighter， etc.S6) This sort of usage has been common in the 
past and therefore Esso and Sony decision cases have attracted keen 
attention of people.s7) 
55) Standard Oil Co. v. Sachiko Noguchi， SHINfくETSUKるHる(No.502) 41 (pat. Of.， Feb. 12， 
1966). See， comment on the case by T. Doi， JURISUTO (No. 357) 106 (1966). 
56) See， R. FUJIWARA， SHOHYO TO SHδHYδHO (Trademark and Trademark L在W)73 (1959); M. 
AMINO supra note 54， at306. 
57) K. Toyos討ci，supra note 50， at276; S. MITSUISHI， supra note， 54， at69. As a critical opinion， 
see， Y. H弘如a訂ri巾r加口ma丸，Wagakuni ni okeru Ki:おshakukaRi，か'ronTek 砂o no Sai坑kent，必o(Re 巴X 昌Iπ剖T
of dilut信iontheory to the Japanese law)， i加nlKδGYδSHOYUKENHδNOKIHONMONDAI (Basic problems 
of industrial property law) 155 (1969). 
